Recent work highlights the breadth of reported spin-lattice relaxation rates (R 1 ) for individual tissues. One potential * Equally contributing authors.
source of variation is the protocol used to determine R 1 .
The methodological dependence of R 1 and relaxivity r 1 are investigated.
Methods R 1 is quantified in gel phantoms with varying concentration of MnCl 2 , and a small cohort of three healthy volunteers using different acquisition methods. Siemens inversion recovery (IR) and saturation recovery (SR) protocols are applied to phantoms and volunteers. Variable flip angle (VFA) protocols are additionally applied to phantoms. R 1 is quantified using single voxel fits, and distributions examined for regions in the thalamus, and cerebellum as well as grey and white matter. Phantoms exclude boundary fits and relaxivity is quantified across the full concentration range. Normality of R 1 distributions is assessed by Kolmogorov-Smirnov score, and inter-sequence agreement by two-sample t-test.
Results
Phantom relaxivity is found to be 7.16 Hz/mM, 9.22 Hz/mM and 10.65 Hz/mM to 11.91 Hz/mM for IR, SR and VFA methods, respectively. In vivo R 1 exhibit low intra-participant variation for IR. SR R 1 are lower than IR values with interand intra-participant variation on the same order. Brain regions and phantoms mapped with different protocols varied significantly with t-test p-values between 0 and 5 × 10 −10 .
Conclusion
Results suggest a significant protocol dependence of R 1 , and corresponding relaxivity, suggesting inter-method comparisons should be attempted tentatively, if at all.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N
Tissue relaxation rates are of fundamental importance in magnetic resonance imaging. Differences in longitudinal and transverse relaxation rates, R 1 and R 2 , for different tissues are the primary source of image contrast in conventional T 1 and T 2 weighted imaging (T1w, T2w) [1] . Differences in longitudinal relaxation rates are also exploited to suppress unwanted signals such as selective nulling of the signal from water or fat using inversion recovery sequences [2] .
Although these techniques use relaxation weighting, the optimal choice of sequence parameters requires accurate knowledge of tissue relaxation rates [3] . Absolute quantification of relaxation rates can also be advantageous when compared to relaxation-weighted techniques to minimise or eliminate potentially confounding effects of other variables such as variations in proton density or hardware factors such as field inhomogeneity or coil sensitivity [4, 5, 6, 7, 8] .
Relaxation times are also biomarkers in their own right. Quantification of R 1 , which is the main focus on this paper, has many applications including cardiac R 1 mapping [9, 10] for myocardial pathology [11] and R 1 mapping for liver fibrosis [12] and cirrhosis [13] . Other important applications for R 1 mapping include dynamic contrast enhanced (DCE) MRI, where modelling of contrast agent uptake in tissue, e.g., based on the Tofts model [14] used in the prostate cancer imaging [15] , requires R 1 mapping. A related application is the assessment of the safety of Gadolinium-based contrast agents (GBCA), which has recently been called into question due to evidence of gadolinium (Gd) deposition in tissue such as skin, bone and brain [16, 17] . Among many other applications, accurate R 1 mapping could also be a useful tool to investigate Gd deposition non-invasively by mapping tissue R 1 values over time.
However, there are large discrepancies in the R 1 values reported in different studies. A recent review by Bojorquez et al. shows that R 1 appears to vary not only by tissue type, as expected, but can also vary by up to a factor of two for grey and white matter [18] . Some of the differences in measured R 1 rates may be the result of physiological differences in the volunteer populations studied, and small population sizes may exacerbate this problem. Furthermore, while R 1 rates should in theory be intrinsic tissue parameters, there are many potential external factors that can affect the results, from hardware considerations such as the field strength of the scanner [19, 20] , to the choice of mapping sequences and analysis procedures [21] . With regard to the former, in multi-site studies by Deoni et al. [22] and Bane et al. [23] , the intra-site variation of R 1 and R 2 values was found to be on the same order as inter-site variation.
The focus of this paper is to examine the latter source of variation, the effect of the R 1 mapping protocols. While a wide variety of R 1 mapping protocols have been used in published studies, the majority of them fall in one of three categories, which will be compared in this paper: inversion recovery (IR), saturation recovery (SR) and fast acquisition variable flip angle methods (VFA). R 1 quantification using IR mapping is often considered the most accurate method for R 1 quantification, followed by saturation recovery methods [18] . However, both of these methods require repeated acquisitions while varying T I or T R respectively, rendering them time consuming and impractical for most clinical applications. This has lead to the development of fast acquisition methods based on varying the flip angle. One of the first, the Look-Locker inversion recovery sequence [24] , decreases the acquisition time of a standard inversion recovery sequence by applying several low flip angle pulses to enable multiple signal acquisitions within a single repetition time.
Another commonly employed T 1 weighted imaging method, which was not considered in this study, is MPRAGE [25] , or its more recent incarnation MP2RAGE [26] , which offers improved insensitivity to B 1 , among other advantages.
MPRAGE uses inversion preparation pulses, followed by rapid gradient echo sampling to acquire T 1 -weighted images quickly. More recent VFA methods [27, 28] reduce acquisition times even further with ultra-fast spoiled gradient echo measurements.
The goal of this paper is to compare the three main types of R 1 mapping sequences to assess the influence of acquisition protocol upon R1 quantification. Protocols are tested for a set of R 1 contrast phantoms and several volunteers under controlled conditions designed to minimise effect of other factors, such as hardware issues or physiological differences.
M E T H O D S
| Test Objects and Subjects
Three types of test objects/subjects are considered in this study: contrast agent solutions, tissue-mimicking gel phantoms and brain tissue. To prepare the former, a concentrated solution of manganese chloride was made by dissolving 0.1 g manganese chloride (MnCl 2 ) tetrahydrate (98%) (CAS-13446-34-9) 1 in 1 L of deionised water. Mass was measured using an electronic balance with a nominal precision of 1 mg. Allowing for other sources of error, the uncertainty in MnCl 2 measurements is estimated to be 5 mg. The concentrate was then further diluted, to varying degrees, to create a series of seven 100 mL solutions with MnCl 2 concentrations of 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 mg/L, where 10 mg/L corresponds to a MnCl 2 concentration of approximately 0.05 mM. Once the scan protocols had been applied to the solutions, 1 g of agar 2 was added to each solution, to create 1% agar gels. 0.1 g of diazolidinyl urea (CAS-78491-02-8) 3 was also added as a preservative at this stage. The solutions were heated to approximately 90 • C and stirred until the agar was fully dissolved and then allowed to cool and set overnight before being re-scanned using identical protocols.
To obtain in vivo data, three healthy volunteers, two males and one female aged 24-32, were recruited to undergo brain scans with different R 1 mapping protocols. All participants provided informed consent before their involvement in the study. One volunteer returned for a second session the following day, where the protocol was repeated.
| MR Protocols
All scans were conducted on a MAGNETOM Skyra 3 T (Siemens Healthcare GmbH, Erlangen, Germany) at Swansea university. The scanner is situated in an air-conditioned environment was kept at a temperature of 20 ± 1.5 • C. Manual shimming and transmitter calibration were performed prior to all data acquisition scans to minimise effects of B 0 and Grey and white matter regions were identified for a representative slice in the centre of the brain using a combination of thresholding and connected component analysis to delineate grey and white matter regions for separate analysis. For both ROI methods, a single voxel analysis was performed.
F I G U R E 2 Delineated regions of interest for one of the patient cohort. One slice is selected to delineate the cerebellum, and a second for the thalamus.
SR and IR curve fitting was carried out with a trust-region-reflective least-squares minimisation algorithm, using the Matlab curve fitting toolbox with custom fit functions. The fit function for the SR protocol was based on the formula for the transverse magnetisation as a function of T R and T E , derived from the Bloch equation:
where M 0 is the equilibrium magnetisation. As T E is fixed in the protocol e −T E /T 2 was absorbed into a fit coefficient
To account for flip angle imperfections resulting in less than 100% transverse magnetisation, an additional parameter r was introduced, giving the final fitting function:
from which the parameters R 1 , S 0 and r were determined for a sequence of images with known T R , and M SR x y determined by the signal intensity of the DICOM image. For the IR protocol, assuming flip angles of 90 • and 180 • for the excitation and inversion pulses, respectively, the fit function used was [18] :
with S 0 = M 0 exp(−T E R 2 ) and r being a parameter to account for imperfect inversion pulses. M IR x y is extracted from the magnitude of the DICOM signal intensity, and T I , T R are known. S 0 , r , and R 1 are determined as fit coefficients. The quality of each fit is assessed using the coefficient of determination, R 2 , defined as the ratio of the sum of squares of the regression to the total sum of squares. R 2 can range between zero and one, with higher values indicating better fits.
For the VFA methods, we rewrite the equation for the transverse magnetisation for a spoiled gradient echo with T R and flip angle α:
with E = exp(−T R R 1 ) as a system of linear equations in S 0 and E and define an error vector:
If there are exactly m = 2 different flip angles then there is generally a unique solution with ì e = ì 0. For m > 2 the system is over-determined and we minimise the least-squares error or L 2 norm of the error vector ì e to determine S 0 and E from which we can infer R 1 = − ln(E )/T R . In this case the quality of the fit is determined by the L 2 norm of ì e.
| Statistical Analysis
For statistical purposes, single voxel fits were performed for each voxel inside the selected ROIs for both phantom and brains. This results in a distribution of R 1 values for each ROI. Assuming the values are normally distributed we can calculate a mean and standard deviation of R 1 each ROI. We test the distribution for normality by calculating the Kolmogorov-Smirnov [29] score. The overlap between the histograms for different ROIs yields information about the distinguishability of the R 1 values for different ROIs. To establish whether there is a statistically significant difference between the means in the R 1 distributions obtained for the same phantom or brain ROI with different R 1 mapping methods, a two-sample t-test [30] is performed and p-value and confidence interval for the estimated difference in the means for the R 1 distributions is determined.
For the R 1 contrast phantoms, both liquids and gels, R 1 should increase linearly with the concentration of the contrast agent. Therefore, we also plot the mean and standard deviation of R 1 as a function of the concentration of MnCl 2 and perform a linear fit to determine the slope of the line, which corresponds to the r 1 relaxivity of the contrast agent, enabling us to compare not only the R 1 values but also the relaxivity of contrast agent obtained for different R 1 mapping methods.
R E S U LT S
| Phantoms
The R 1 values for the liquid and gel phantoms obtained with different methods are tabulated in Tables 1 and 2 . The mean and standard deviation were calculated from the distributions of the single voxel fits for each phantom. The tables clearly show significant variation in the R 1 values obtained for the same phantom using different methods. To further elucidate the magnitude and significance of the differences in the R 1 means, we performed pairwise t-tests on the R 1 distributions obtained with different methods for a given phantom. The results tabulated in Table 3 .
Comparing the SR and IR protocols, the differences in the means of the distributions were larger for phantoms with lower concentrations of MnCl 2 . For the VFA method, the differences in the R 1 means for different VFA protocols were smaller, but they differed significantly from the estimates obtained with the SR and IR protocol. For phantoms with low concentrations of MnCl 2 , the R 1 values obtained for the VFA methods, especially the common two-point method with flip angles 2 • and 15 • , were much closer to SR values than IR values, while the situation was reversed for higher concentrations of the contrast agent. Non-negligible differences in the R 1 values obtained for the same phantom are also evident in the relaxivity plots in Figure 3 , which show that the R 1 values obtained for the IR protocol are consistently higher than the corresponding values obtained with the SR protocol, although the differences decrease slightly with increasing contrast agent concentration. This is the case for both the liquid and gel phantoms although the differences for the gel phantom are somewhat smaller. Similarly, the R 1 values for the two-point VFA method start close to the values for the SR protocol for low concentrations of MnCl 2 but for high concentrations exceed the R 1 values obtained for the IR method. These differences affect the slope of the linear regression line, which corresponds to the relaxivity of the contrast agent, resulting in different estimates for the relaxivity (see Table 4 ) although the overlap of the 95% confidence intervals of the estimates suggests that data for more phantoms with possibly a wider range of concentrations would be required to ascertain if the differences in relaxivity estimates are significant at the 95% confidence level. Further details can be found in Supplementary Material. Figures S1 and S3 show the IR and SR image series with ROIs selected and the R 1 map obtained for the liquid and gel phantoms, respectively. Fig. S5 rejects the null hypothesis that they come from the same distribution at the p = 0.01 level, even when allowing for unequal variances of the distributions.
Analysis of the distribution of R 1 values for different phantoms and methods in Fig. 4 , however, shows that there are variations in the shape of the distributions for individual phantoms and the degree of overlap for different phantoms. Considering the overlap between the distributions, the SR protocol appears slightly worse in discriminating the phantoms with the highest concentration of MnCl 2 while our IR protocol appears slightly worse for the lower contrast phantoms. Comparing the distributions for the IR and two-point VFA method also shows that the distributions for the latter are much broader with greater overlap of the distributions for different phantoms. This is also reflected in the larger standard deviation of the R 1 values obtained with VFA methods (see Tables 1, 2 ). | In vivo: R 1 Mapping for Brains Table 5 shows a summary of the R 1 mapping results for different brain regions and four in vivo data sets, corresponding to three different volunteers with volunteer 2 being scanned twice on two consecutive days. IR sequences consistently report a higher R 1 (lower T 1 ), irrespective of region or volunteer. Table 5 also shows the t-test p-values, an measure of the probability of the observed separation being a result of a single distribution. All reported p-values for the in-vivo SR and IR comparisons fell below 4.977 × 10 −10 , indicating a strong separation of R 1 distributions. IR scans test-retest stability, with R 1 for the repeat patient reproduced to at least one decimal place in all cases. However SR protocols do not exhibit the same stability, with the inter-participant variation on the same order as the intra-participant variation.
Contrast is maintained in both sequences, but absolute quantification of R 1 appears more stable for the "gold standard" IR sequence.
D I S C U S S I O N
Although each method of R 1 mapping is able to discriminate between the different contrast phantoms, the spread and overlap of the distributions obtained for a single phantom varies depending on the method used. Large differences in the means and distributions of the R 1 values for same phantom or tissue ROI, obtained with different methods, suggest that R 1 maps acquired with different methods cannot be reliably compared. Indeed, the variation of R 1 values for a particular ROI obtained with different acquisition methods is larger than the regional variation, which suggests that differences in the R 1 quantification method may be a major factor in the large variability of the values reported in the literature, such as in the review by Bojorquez et al. , which reported R 1 of 0.55 s −1 to 1.03 s −1 for grey matter and 0.70 s −1 to 1.33 s −1 for white matter. The in vivo R 1 values for grey matter obtained from IR in our volunteer group lie within this range but the SR values are lower. For white matter the R 1 values for our volunteer group were found to lie above this range for IR but below for SR.
Large disparities between the IR and SR R 1 values are a consistent finding of this study. For all regions and volunteers, the differences between SR and IR values fell outside the bounds of standard deviation, with t-test p-values ranging from 0 to 10 −10 , suggesting strongly statistically significant differences. IR R 1 values are found to be consistently higher than SR values for the same regions, in agreement with the findings of the phantom study. SR R 1 values also showed poor reproducibility in grey and white matter quantification, with inter-participant variation on the same order as intra-participant variation. Conversely, the IR method gives consistent intra-participant results, while maintaining F I G U R E 5 Brain histograms for spin echo signal, R 1 from IR, and R 1 from SR. Notice IR is the only one to present a bimodal distribution. This allows us to separate the grey and white matter regions using thresholidng and connected component analysis.
inter-participant variation.
Our findings further indicate that the choice of acquisition method affects not only R 1 values, but also contrast agent relaxivity, r 1 . The r 1 value of 6.397 Hz/mM for MnCl 2 solutions reported in [31] falls within the 95% confidence interval of the r 1 obtained with our IR protocol. Specifically, our r IR 1 is about 4% lower than the value reported in [31] , while r SR 1 is almost 32% higher, and the discrepancies are even greater for the VFA method. MnCl 2 relaxivity for the gel phantoms was found to vary between between 7.16 (5.64, 8.69 ) and 11.91(9.40, 14.45) Hz/mM for IR and the 12-point VFA respectively. While gel phantoms are expected to have higher relaxivity than solutions, r IR 1 of the 1% agar gels is approximately 16% higher than the value for the solutions, while the two-point VFA method (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) gives a value approximately 67% higher than the value reported in [31] . The similarity of the IR relaxivity in our study and the value reported by Thangeval et al. could be due to the fact that the latter study used an IR protocol on a 3 T Siemens scanner similar to ours, and we have found excellent consistency in our phantom data when the same protocol is repeated with the same phantoms on the same hardware.
Discrepancies in both R 1 and r 1 values obtained using different protocols have implications for many clinical applications. For instance, in DCE MRI, R 1 values obtained using a two-point (typically 2-15) VFA method are often combined with known relaxivities of the contrast agent to model contrast agent uptake. Given known relaxivities of free Gadolinium in tissue such as skin, bone or brain R 1 mapping could potentially also to be used for absolute quantification of Gadolinium in such tissues. Our results suggest that ideally R 1 mapping should be done with an IR protocol. However, in practice, accuracy and precision must be balanced with the efficiency of the acquisition protocol and VFA methods are often the only feasible option for DCE MRI where rapid acquisition is essential. In this case, the same protocol should be used to establish the r 1 of the contrast agent to reduce over-or underestimation of contrast agent uptake or Gadolinium deposits. The significant differences in both longitudinal relaxation rates and relaxivity obtained suggest that the underlying simple relaxation models do not accurately describe the dynamics and relaxation characteristics of the systems studied when subjected to different RF pulse sequences. More complex relaxation models involving multiple compartments such as a solid and free water pool relaxing at different rates have been proposed. Specifically, it has been argued that in SR experiments both the free water and solid pool are saturated, while in IR experiments the free water pool is inverted while the solid pool is saturated. Exchange between the solid and free water pool has been shown to lead to different recovery curves [32] . This further exacerbates the methodological dependence observed in the literature [34] .
However, while the existence of solid pools and magnetisation transfer effects may explain some of the differences in the in vivo R 1 results, such effects are not applicable to contrast agent solutions and expected to be small for 1% agar gels [33] . Thus, this model cannot explain the large differences in both longitudinal relaxation rates and relaxivities obtained for the phantom data. Furthermore, R 2 values close to 1, especially for the phantom data, suggest that the mono-exponential model used to fit the relaxation curves is a good fit for the data. This does not rule out that the pulse sequences applied can alter the effective R 1 by other mechanisms.
This raises the question what is really being measured in different experiments, whether there is a true R 1 value, and which experimental and analytical methods are best suited to elucidate the underlying dynamics. While it could be argued that it does not matter if we measure the true R 1 , or even if there is a true R 1 , provided that we apply a protocol that is effective at discriminating different tissue types and gives results that are consistent and reproducible with a small margin of error, this is problematic for quantitative MRI and quantification of biomarkers, as the characteristics of a true biomarker should not be dependent on the MRI protocol or hardware characteristics, aside from physical variables such as field strength.
This study was necessarily limited in scope and future work is required to address issues such as the effect of the various combinations of flip angles for VFA methods, other sequences such as MPRAGE, MP2RAGE, Look-Locker etc.
Acquisition of more phantom and in vivo data to corroborate the results and perhaps more detailed modelling of the RF pulses sequences applied are also desirable.
C O N C L U S I O N
While the temporal consistency of phantom data and in-vivo IR maps is promising, the marked separation of IR and SR maps and large differences in both R 1 and contrast agent relaxivity r 1 values obtained using different protocols is troubling, and emphasises the need for standardisation of protocols where possible. Comparisons of R 1 measurements across acquisition and analysis protocols should be done tentatively, if at all, to avoid invalid conclusions.
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